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As a specialty, rheumatology predominantly provides care for people living with chronic musculoskeletal disease. Most of the patient care delivered in contemporary rheumatology services is provided on an outpatient basis, whereas the need for inpatient care has declined over the last 2 decades in parallel with the expanding availability of effective therapeutics that can be administered by patients in their own home. Therefore, regular in-person review has traditionally been undertaken to evaluate therapeutic response, optimize achievable outcomes, mitigate against—and minimize—any risks associated with treatment, provide appropriate education, and address any broader issues that the patient may have with respect to their disease management. In the case of many inflammatory arthritides, and rheumatoid arthritis (RA) in particular, much emphasis has been placed on regular, in-person clinical assessment for evaluation of disease activity. These assessments allow for adjustments of medication as required, with a view to attaining and sustaining an ideal therapeutic target of remission in early-phase disease or, where that is not possible, and particularly in later-phase disease, a target of low disease activity (LDA) based around the principles of shared decision making between the patient and their rheumatologist, in a treat-to-target approach. The evidence is compelling that this improves the prognosis of patients with RA, and it has become a core principle of the RA treatment recommendations of the European Alliance of Associations for Rheumatology (EULAR) and the American College of Rheumatology. However, for selected patients who have attained and sustained a desired treatment target, there has long been interest in the potential for telemedicine consultation as a time-effective, alternative means of follow-up with several associated, potential advantages. These include convenience for patients for whom travel is difficult, reduction in time that is required to be absent from employment, prioritization of available in-person clinic review slots for those whose needs are most urgent, reduction of the impact of nonattendance, and provision of continuity of care in the face of workforce shortages.

Only limited research findings on the effectiveness and acceptability of telemedicine approaches in rheumatology have been published prior to the beginning of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. These included 2 randomized controlled trials and 2 observational studies that specifically evaluated disease activity outcomes and collectively concluded that telemedicine follow-up was noninferior to in-person visits with respect to disease activity control and function. Of note, patients randomized to the telemedicine arm in a Canadian study more frequently assessed their care as being “excellent,” and a survey of patients receiving rheumatology care by telemedicine in Australia, where there is a long history of remote clinics, reported an overwhelmingly positive experience that was related to the convenience of reduced travel, stress, cost, and time away from work.

When the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic began suddenly and unexpectedly in early 2020, it catalyzed a widespread shift in rheumatology outpatient care to remote delivery methods to protect patients, clinicians, and hospital staff. For the majority of rheumatologists who were without prior experience or training in telemedicine, the suddenness of changing circumstance represented a challenging start to this new approach to care. In the current volume of The Journal of Rheumatology, Prof. Avouac and colleagues describe their experience within the French healthcare system in the form of a retrospective, observational study of case notes from 143 people with RA whose scheduled face-to-face outpatient review had to be changed to a telemedicine consultation during the first wave of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. The authors report the information that was documented during the telemedicine consultation; where a change in management was
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recommended, they provide details of treatment changes and the factors that informed the change. About three-quarters of remote consultations were by telephone and the remainder by video. C-reactive protein (CRP) elevations and patient self-reported flare were identified as particularly important “red flags” and confirmed as relevant factors in triggering a management change. Further, at face-to-face clinic follow-up appointments, clinical evaluation validated the appropriateness of the management decision in 9 of the 10 patients with self-reported RA flares and elevated CRP and in all remaining 133 patients, based on the variables ascertained during the preceding telemedicine consultation. However, recent CRP data were not available in 46% of the medical records. This serves as a reminder of the importance, where feasible, of access to blood monitoring tests during a telemedicine consultation. Further, patients themselves should be reminded to attend for their scheduled blood tests.

Interestingly, treatment change was proposed in only 13/143 (9%) during a telemedicine appointment in the patient cohort reported by Avouac et al. However, information regarding swollen joint counts (SJCs) was rarely documented, although it is known that patients can be trained to reliably self-report SJC and tender joint count (TJC). Yet traditionally, following the treat-to-target paradigm, the need for treatment change or otherwise would be determined by in-person assessment of composite measures of disease activity. In the Avouac et al study, had it not been for the subsequent face-to-face reviews that confirmed the appropriateness of the clinical management recommendations during the telemedicine consultations, these data might have given rise to some nervousness regarding the potential to underestimate active disease and thereby miss the opportunity to intervene with an appropriate treatment change. The authors point out that use of patient-reported outcomes (PROs) was not widespread in their clinical practice when the first wave of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic became apparent. However, when reflecting on the findings of their retrospective case study analysis, the authors acknowledged that there may be a place for the use of PROs to identify the most suitable candidates for telemedicine consultation. Physicians often express a preference for patients with established RA as being more suitable candidates for telemedicine consultations, according to DAS28-ESR or DAS28-CRP thresholds. A RAID score, which could identify patients best suited to a telemedicine consultation and promote holistic management of subjective symptoms that might otherwise be overlooked. RAID was developed as an EULAR initiative to combine the most important PROs into one measure. This tool comprises 7 domains encompassing pain, fatigue, physical function, sleep, physical and emotional well-being, and coping. Each domain is scored using a numeric rating scale, giving a total score of 0 to 10, with higher scores indicating greater disease impact. In a recent study, Mistry et al. assessed the performance of the RAID score relative to the DAS28 in a cohort of 198 people with established RA. It was found that among 66 patients with a RAID score < 2, 92% to 97% met remission criteria and 98.5% were in remission or LDA according to DAS28-ESR or DAS28-CRP thresholds. A RAID score of < 2 is regarded as a patient acceptable symptom state (PASS), that is, a symptom state that the patient considers acceptable. These data provide confidence that in a telemedicine setting, patients reporting a RAID score of < 2 would have attained a DAS28 treat-to-target goal. Conversely, of the 134 patients in LDA or remission, 51.5% had a RAID score ≥ 2. The RAID domains that had the largest proportion of individuals with a score in the severe range (7-10) were fatigue (35.6%), sleep (33.3%), and emotional well-being (28.9%). Even in the context of telemedicine consultations, inspection of scores across the RAID domains might help to quickly identify aspects of life most affected by RA for the individual patient and point toward nonpharmacological management approaches such as lifestyle interventions.

The use of PROs is well suited to a telemedicine consultation, with a view to ensuring that disease activity is satisfactorily controlled and symptoms important to the patient are not missed. The Routine Assessment of Patient Index Data 3 (RAPID3) is one of the most extensively validated PRO instruments, based solely on 3 subjective patient-reported domains: physical function, pain, and patient global assessment (PtGA). It is quick to complete; shows a good correlation with composite scores of disease activity that include objectively assessed components, such as the Disease Activity Score in 28 joints (DAS28), Clinical Disease Activity Index, and Simplified Disease Activity Index; and can also be used to predict structural disease progression. As such, RAPID3 could be suited for the purpose of telemedicine review in order to assess disease activity and detect flares that may indicate the need for closer patient monitoring or in-person assessment. However, in the previously reported findings from a prospective observational cohort, in which the longitudinal association between RAPID3 and DAS28 using erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and its individual components was tested, RAPID3 was most strongly associated with the subjective components of DAS28 (TJC and PtGA) but not with objective components (SJC and ESR). The authors concluded that monitoring by RAPID3 alone is insufficient to follow disease activity in patients with RA in clinical practice. Nonetheless, this finding does not exclude a potential utility for RAPID3 in the context of telemedicine assessment in selected patients. Another PRO with potential for similar use in the context of telemedicine consultations is the Rheumatoid Arthritis Impact of Disease (RAID) score, which could identify patients best suited to a telemedicine consultation and promote holistic management of subjective symptoms that might otherwise be overlooked. RAID was developed as an EULAR initiative to combine the most important PROs into one measure.

This tool comprises 7 domains encompassing pain, fatigue, physical function, sleep, physical and emotional well-being, and coping. Each domain is scored using a numeric rating scale, giving a total score of 0 to 10, with higher scores indicating greater disease impact. In a recent study, Mistry et al. assessed the performance of the RAID score relative to the DAS28 in a cohort of 198 people with established RA. It was found that among 66 patients with a RAID score < 2, 92% to 97% met remission criteria and 98.5% were in remission or LDA according to DAS28-ESR or DAS28-CRP thresholds. A RAID score of < 2 is regarded as a patient acceptable symptom state (PASS), that is, a symptom state that the patient considers acceptable. These data provide confidence that in a telemedicine setting, patients reporting a RAID score of < 2 would have attained a DAS28 treat-to-target goal. Conversely, of the 134 patients in LDA or remission, 51.5% had a RAID score ≥ 2. The RAID domains that had the largest proportion of individuals with a score in the severe range (7-10) were fatigue (35.6%), sleep (33.3%), and emotional well-being (28.9%). Even in the context of telemedicine consultations, inspection of scores across the RAID domains might help to quickly identify aspects of life most affected by RA for the individual patient and point toward nonpharmacological management approaches such as lifestyle interventions.
advice and cognitive behavioral therapy, both of which could be amenable to telemedicine delivery.20

In summary, the clinical data reported by Prof. Avouac et al10 likely typify the experience of many rheumatologists for whom circumstance catalyzed a sudden shift to telemedicine outpatient care in the early days of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. The data highlight the need for further research and adoption of validated PROs. As many rheumatologists and patients have become more familiar with delivery of care by telemedicine, experience suggests that this option may continue to have a valuable role in the care of selected rheumatology patients, even following the lifting of pandemic-related societal restrictions, while recognizing that it will by no means be appropriate for all patients.
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